
Respectful Repeats                  

One of the most striking components of Parshas Naso is the listing of all 
the princes, the nessi'im, of the Children of Israel, and the gift offerings 
that they brought in conjunction with the dedication of the Mishkan.
Despite the fact that each and every nasi brought the same gift as his 
predecessor, the Torah details each offering with exactitude: it does 
not skimp on detail or abbreviate its significance.
Over and over again, the Torah meticulously states the name of the nasi, 
the tribe he headed, and the gift that he brought.
"He brought his offering - one silver bowl, its weight a hundred and 
thirty [shekels]; and one silver basin of seventy shekels in the sacred 
shekel; both of them filled with fine flour mixed with oil for a meal-
offering, one gold ladle of ten [shekels] filled with incense. One young 
bull, one ram, one sheep in its first year for an elevation offering. One 
he-goat for a sin-offering. And for a feast peace-offering - two cattle, 
five rams, five he-goats, five sheep in their first year ... this is the offering 
of ..."
These verses are repeated in tandem for each and every prince -- their 
identical offerings exacted as if they were the only ones.
The Torah, which can consolidate laws that fill expansive Talmudic 
tomes into merely a few brief words, chose to elaborate expansively in 
order to give each nasi his place in the eternal spotlight of the Torah's 
wisdom. Why?
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Mazel Tov to Rabbi & Mrs Y Y Rubinstein on the engagement of 
their daughter.

A last chance reminder for anyone who has not completed their 
Mishnayos yet. The Siyum will be held this Shabbos.
Yasher Koach to Leo Stern for once again arranging the Siyum.

If anyone would like to sponsor future Shabbos Mevorchim 
kiddushim, please speak to Chizky.

Siyum This Shabbos

Kiddushim
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Candle Lighting

Mincha

Seder HaLimud
Shacharis 
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Tuesday / Wednesday / Friday
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No later than 7.55pm
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10.14pm

10.49pm

7.00am / 8.00am

7.20am
7.10am

7.45pm

8.54am

Monday / Thursday

Shabbos Next Week 7.30pm 



true blessing. Do you wish for a blessing from G-d? Think of Him as the 
Only Source of blessing, and He will bless you."
Rashi states that the explanation of "May G-d bless you and protect 
you" is may He bless you financially and preserve your financial gift that 
it shouldn't be lost. The Chofetz Chaim  adds: " However, wealth that 
comes through another means, which isn't a blessing of G-d, is that 
which comes through dishonesty and the like...that kind of wealth does 
not have G-d's protection over it, and in the end it will be lost from him, 
or he will be lost from it...or sometimes it will be lost through sickness or 
other troubles. This is what is stated in Proverbs (10:22) The blessings 
of G-d (truly) bring wealth and it will not bring sadness with it." But 
wealth which comes through activities which G-d does not approve of 
does bring sadness in the end.
Rabbi Hirsch's words and the Chofetz Chaim's words really 
compliment each other. When someone feels that all of his blessing 
comes through G-d blessing his efforts, and his gains are not a direct 
result of his own efforts, he knows that blessing cannot come through 
dishonesty. In the long run we really cannot take what is not coming to 
us. May we all merit the blessings which are contained in the Priestly 
Blessings. 

Here is this week's brainteaser based on the 
sedra:

There is a 
have an 

It is only said once in three and a half years on 
average. 

dkxa
dlidw.

 which was said last week be one 
man in each 

Last Week’s Answer:
Answer Next Week ...

In which way does have an more than 
?

xy` sl`
mixt`

  

Answer:
had 1000 men more than xy` mixt`


